
Third Conditional

Name: Result: Date: __/40  __/__/20__

He ______________________ it had he been on exhibition or if he
_______________ at home.
1.

(not/do) (remain)

If they ______________ to the expressed policy of their party the
amendment ___________________________ the first day of the session.
2.

(adhere) (passive/ratify)

If you ____________________, it ___________________________.3.
(not/consent) (not/commence)

When the junior becomes a senior he is told that he
_______________________ if he ___________ certain things.
4.

(succeed) (do)

If it _______________ for this terrible misfortune, be sure that nothing
____________________ us from one whom we love so dearly.
5.

(not/be) (part)

Yet, if the girl _____________ from her bedroom window, this Friday night,
she __________________ on the far hill a sign; for there burned a fire beside
which sat two travellers who had come from the uttermost limits of snow.

6.

(look) (see)

If the scout ________________ champagne, he
______________________ immediately.
7.

(suggest) (assent)

In the morning if I _______________ you, you
_____________________________ to find that your lake is all trees and
meadows.

8.

(not/tell) (passive/astonish)

If he _____________ one of us he ________________________ more like
a criminal, nor have heard more abuse.
9.

(kill) (not/look)

She _______________________ to treat her in such a fashion if they
__________ a prospect of meeting again.
10.

(not/dare) (have)
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If they ___________ alone, he ___________________ what to do.11.
(be) (know)

If it ____________ to do more it _______________________.12.
(try) (succeed)

Fancy what a scene of mingled fun and horror
______________________, if the poor savage _____________ an entrance
into the schools!

13.

(occur) (risk)

I am sure she __________________ some funny tales if she
___________ inclined.
14.

(tell) (feel)

If Mr. Gridley ___________ alone, he ___________________ a good
sniff at his own bottle of sal volatile; for his kind heart sunk within him as he
thought of the errand upon which he had come.

15.

(be) (take)

If he _______________ the rebels as soon as they came near the palace,
he _______________________ them with ease.
16.

(attack) (disperse)

If he ___________ a woman he __________________ from sheer misery
and agitation.
17.

(be) (weep)

I have no doubt that he ___________________ them to me if I
____________ for them, but he was not in a condition to be troubled about
business.

18.

(give) (ask)

If she ___________ anybody else she __________________ up to that
young man instead of sending him away when I invited him in to supper.
19.

(be) (make)

It was said that if Gen. Lee ____________ his ground, as he might have
done, a decisive victory _________________________.
20.

(stand) (passive/gain)
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